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Water is our
inspiration
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At Geberit, we use our passion
for design and technology to
inspire and excite consumers all
over the world.

By applying our vast know-how
and almost 150 years of
experience in sanitary
technology, we ensure our
products are not just beautiful to
look at, but truly make life easier
and more comfortable.

Responsibly made from the
finest, durable materials, Geberit
products are a perfect balance
of elegant design and
outstanding function. They are
easy to clean, easy to use and
increase comfort, illustrating the
limitless possibilities created
when Design meets Function.

Geberit Bathroom Collection
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The globally operating
Geberit Group is a
European market leader
in the field of sanitary
products and consistently
sets new standards in the
sanitary industry with
top-quality products for
behind and in front of
the wall. The company is
committed to this tradition
of innovation.

Over 12,000 employees are committed to

p r o v i d i n g c u s t o m e r s w i t h i n n o v a t i v e ,

sustainable and durable products of the

highest quality. Since its foundation, the

company has stood out due to its strong

capacity for innovation, which is founded

on the Group’s own wide-ranging research

and development activities. All new product

d e ve l o p m e n t s g o t h ro u g h a s t r u c tu re d

process. Customers can therefore rest

assured that new products meet their needs

– not to mention the very highest quality

standards.

The Geberit Group has sales teams in over

40 countr ies and manufactures sanitar y

products at around 30 production sites

that sustainably improve qual i t y of l i fe.

Geberit is a European market leader in the

field of sanitary products, providing unique

added value when i t  comes to sanitar y

technology and bathroom products. Geberit

is a global ambassador for quality. The company

i s  h e a d q u a r t e r e d  i n  R a p p e r s w i l - J o n a ,

Switzerland, where Caspar Melchior Albert

Gebert founded the company in 1874.



Rimfree WCs
No chance for
hidden deposits.

Floor-even showers
Clever solutions
for the shower drain.

Wall-hung ceramic
appliance
Elegant and easy
to clean.

Geberit – quality for
the entire bathroom
Design and technology from a single source

Modern flushing systems
Stylish actuator plates and
high-quality technology
behind the wall.

008 Geberit Bathroom Collection
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Mirrors and mirror
cabinets
Clever lighting
concepts and
intelligent storage
space.

Cleverly designed
bathroom furniture
Solutions for making
the most of the space
available.

Hygienic and durable
ceramic sanitary
appliances
Design and quality for
every taste.



The Geberit KeraTect glaze is applied 

in addition to the standard glaze. It fuses

permanently with the ceramic, creating 

a virtually non-porous and extremely 

smooth surface.

The super-smooth surface makes it more

difficult for dirt to stick to the surface and

therefore ensures easy cleaning. An additional

clear advantage is the long-term protection

of the high-gloss effect. Geberit KeraTect

is featured in the bathroom series Geberit

Citterio and Geberit Xeno².

G e b e r i t  h a s d e v e l o p e d Ke r a Te c t , 

a protective glaze for ceramic appliances 

that ensures a beautiful surface, optimal 

hygiene and ease of cleaning.

Geberit KeraTect: smooth surfaces

KeraTect

Standard glaze

Sanitary ceramic

Protective ceramic
glaze: ensuring the
highest quality
Geberit KeraTect

010 Geberit Bathroom Collection

Functions
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For further information visit

www.geberitcollection.com/keratect

The surface texture of Geberit KeraTect can
withstand extreme stresses, such as those
caused by abrasive cleaning agents. That’s
why Geberit guarantees the resistance of the
glaze and the consistent high smoothness of
the ceramic surface. This offers peace of
mind, ease of cleaning and optimal hygiene.



Moisture-resistant
material:
Wood based panels
designed for places of
high humidity.

Standard material:
Absorbs moisture like a
sponge. Moisture-resistant

Elegant surfaces, clear designs and elements

that go perfectly with the bathroom ceramics:

With Geberit furniture, bathrooms can be

t r a n s fo r m e d i n to h a r m o n i o u s s p a c e s.

cabinets for vir tual ly any room layout.

Further elements such as mirrors and mirror

cabinets are available in matching design

series. Many clever details, such as the spatial

arrangement of compartments and drawers

or lighting, create practical storage space

and make your visit to the bathroom more

Bathroom furniture
More design. More comfort.
More storage.

Durable and reliable

Geberit bathroom furniture is
produced using high-quality
and moisture-resistant wood
based panels as matter of
principle. Medium-density
fibreboard (MDF) is used, as
well as high-density chipboard,
which can easily withstand
sprays of water and moisture.

012 Geberit Bathroom Collection

Only high-quality materials, moisture resistant

surface coatings and highly durable fittings

are specified with Geberit’s bathroom furniture

ranges. In addition to washbasin cabinets,

these ranges comprise a variety of bathroom

comfortable.

Functions
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For further information visit

www.geberitcollection.com

Clever details such as
well-positioned profile
handles, push-to-open
drawers and easy-glide
rails make Geberit
bathroom furniture a joy
to use.



Very strong

No wobbling or vibrations – strength-

tested to bear a weight of up to 400 kg.

Durable

Installed 60 million times over the past

50 years, Geberit concealed WC systems

represent the ultimate tried-and-tested

solution.

Hygiene: simple cleaning

No pedestal and no cistern in front of the

wall mean no exposed pipework for dirt

and bacteria to hide.

Simple maintenance

Simply open the cover for access to all

important parts. Geberit keeps spare

parts in stock for you for at least 25 years.

Tested impermeability

Every Geberit cistern is individually tested

to guarantee water tightness.

Wall-hung WC solutions
Five good reasons

014 Geberit Bathroom Collection

For further information visit

www.geberitcollection.com

Functions



Wall-hung WCs give bathrooms a
neat and tidy appearance and make
cleaning the floor easier. They have
been a standard feature in modern
bathrooms for decades and have
proven their worth in millions of
installations.

015
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For further information visit

www.geberitcollection.com/rimfree

Innovative flush technology
Geberit Rimfree WCs are equipped with a flush
technology specially developed and patented
by Geberit. The unique flush guide ensures a
hygienically optimal flush every time.

Functions



In addition to design, hygiene and ease of 

cleaning are also decisive factors when 

choosing WC ceramic appliances. Traditional 

flush rims attract germs, dirt and deposits. 

Geberit Rimfree WCs are designed entirely 

without a flush rim. There are therefore no 

hidden, hard-to-reach places where bacteria 

can build up and odours can develop. Because 

Geberit Rimfree WCs are much easier to 

clean, they are the first choice when it comes 

to WC hygiene. 

Geberit Rimfree WCs
A hygienic plus

No flush rim – nowhere for germs to hide. Without a flush rim, there are 

no hidden, hard-to-reach places where germs, bacteria, dirt and 

deposits can accumulate. 

Easy to clean. A clean and sparkling ceramic surface with one swipe.

Geberit Rimfree WCs feature a patented flush 

technology developed by Geberit. A flush 

guide ensures a hygienically perfect flush 

every time using less water.  ←

017



Cleanliness at the 
touch of a button
Geberit AquaClean

Utterly user-oriented

Thanks to the proximity 

sensor, functions such as the 

water heating system, the seat 

heating or the orientation light 

are switched on automatically 

as soon as you approach the 

toilet.

Gentle intimate hygiene

Women appreciate the 

benefits of a gentle lady wash.

No unpleasant odours

Powerful built-in odour 

extraction technology 

removes unpleasant smells.

Gentle drying

Take advantage of the gentle 

flow of air provided by the 

integrated warm air dryer.

Ergonomic seat design

The high quality ergonomic 

seat features integrated 

heating.

A guiding light during 

the night

A discreet LED light for 

orientation at night is 

activated by the proximity 

sensor.

Practical and easy to 

maintain

From the easily removable 

seat and lid to the automatic 

descaling programme, Geberit 

AquaClean shower toilets are 

specifically designed to be 

cleaned and maintained with 

minimal effort throughout their 

long service life.

A touchless seat

Thanks to the proximity 

sensor, the WC lid opens and 

closes automatically.

Your own personal 

well-being programme

Specify and store your 

unique preferences for a 

truly personal pampering 

experience.

Geberit has spent the past 35 years continuously fine-tuning  

the shower function and spray – the centrepiece of any shower 

toilet – to absolute perfection. At the same time, we have also  

invested into developing the innovative technology and comfort 

functions that make our shower toilets the European market leader. 

Depending on the model, a host of features make for a truly pampering  

experience.  ←

Geberit Bathroom Collection018
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Absolute cleanliness

The shower spray moves smoothly 

backwards and forwards to leave 

you with an exceptional feeling of 

cleanliness. The position of the 

spray arm and the intensity of the 

spray can be individually adjusted.

WhirlSpray shower technology

The patented WhirlSpray shower 

technology features two nozzles and 

ensures an extremely targeted and 

thorough clean. This is made possible 

by a pulsating shower spray that is 

enhanced by dynamic aeration. The 

benefits are impressive: a more 

efficient clean and a pleasant shower 

experience with reduced water 

consumption.

 

019

For further information visit

www.geberit-aquaclean.com



Accessible

The active carbon filter and

insert for in-cistern blocks 

can be easily accessed via 

the actuator plate.

Efficient

The air is purified in the active

carbon filter.

Quiet

A quiet fan conveys the

purified air back into the room.

Effective

Unpleasant odours are 

extracted directly inside the 

WC ceramic appliance before 

they can spread throughout 

the room.

Geberit odour 
extraction
Innovative odour extraction 
and air purification

Lingering odours can turn your visit to the 

bathroom into an unpleasant experience. 

92 percent of people are of the opinion that 

our mood is influenced by scents. Air fresheners 

only mask them. Ventilating the room is not 

always possible due to either enclosed building 

or extreme climatic conditions. 

Geberit solves this problem with odour 

extraction units that remove unpleasant 

odours right at the source – namely directly 

in the WC ceramic appliance. The odourous 

air is conveyed via the inlet pipe for the flush 

to a highly effective odour filter, purified and 

released back into the room in a hygienically 

fresh state. 

The innovative extraction of odours from 

the WC ceramic appliance can be realised 

with a variety of solutions: With Geberit 

DuoFresh – the odour extraction unit behind 

the actuator plate – with the sanitary module 

Geberit Monolith Plus and with various  

Geberit AquaClean shower toilets.  ←

Example: Geberit DuoFresh

Geberit Bathroom Collection020
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Odour extraction unit  

Geberit DuoFresh: 

The active carbon filter can be 

easily accessed via the actuator 

plate.

021

For further information visit

www.geberitcollection.com/duofresh
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drainage of floor-even showers 

to behind the wall. 

  

The Geberit wall drain shifts the 

Geberit Bathroom Collection

For further information visit

www.international.geberit.com
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Floor-even showers
Clever drain solutions

Floor-even showers are in vogue, which is why there are numerous 

solutions available on the market. With innovative solutions such 

as Geberit shower channels from the CleanLine series and the Geberit 

wall drain, Geberit combines maximum design freedom, easy cleaning 

and reliability in terms of installation and function.   ←

 Simply clean

The shower solutions from Geberit can be 

quickly and easily cleaned.

 Aesthetic appeal

The simple design ensures always an 

elegant appearance.

Reliable

Reliability thanks to Geberit system 

technology and know-how.

Geberit shower surface Setaplano

Shower drain blockages are a thing of the past 

thanks to the easy-to-clean comb insert.

023



Space-saving 
solutions
Top bathroom comfort for small rooms

Want to have room for everything you need to store while finally 

implementing your own design preferences – and all this in the 

smallest room in the house? No problem thanks to the variety of 

designs and series seen in the bathroom ceramics and bathroom 

furniture from Geberit, as well as the reduced product dimensions. 

You can have both – room to move and an exceptionally comfortable 

bathroom without compromise.   ←

For small rooms and complex floor plans

024 Ge t B hroom C tionberi at ollec
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Sanitary ceramic appliances and 

furniture that are specially designed 

for small guest bathrooms or rooms 

with complex layouts offer design 

freedom when space is limited.

025

For further information visit

www.geberitcollection.com



Construction height 

112 cm

Geberit Sigma  

concealed cistern

Geberit Omega  

concealed cistern

Construction height 

98 cm

Construction height 

82 cm

The flush technology from Geberit – the European number one in 

the field of sanitary technology – stands for sustainable reliability 

and the conservation of resources. Geberit flush technology saves 

water through low flush volumes and offers a high level of operational 

reliability with a guaranteed spare parts availability of 25 years. The 

Geberit Sigma and Omega concealed cisterns are available in different 

construction heights to fit every bathroom. As they are prepared 

Geberit concealed flush technology

for an electrical connection, they offer a solution that is fit for the 

future: Shower toilets, odour extraction units, touchless flush actuators 

and other devices can be installed immediately or retrofitted with 

minimal effort. And with a large selection of actuator plates, you’ll 

find the perfect solution “in front of the wall” to match your dream 

bathroom.  ←

Powerful technology 
behind the wall
Geberit Sigma and Omega concealed cisterns

026 Ge t B hroom C tionberi at ollec
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Number one in the 

field of sanitary 

technology in Europe

Over 50 years 

experience with 

concealed cisterns

At least 25 years 

guaranteed spare 

parts availability

Installed more than 

60 million times

Water-saving

Load-bearing 

capacity of up to 

400 kg

Insert for in-cistern 

blocks

Wide range of 

designs, functions 

and installation 

options

Prepared for 

electrical connection

Odour extraction

Height-adjustable

years

years

027

For further information visit

www.international.geberit.com



The Geberit GIS installation system offers 

you the design freedom you desire for your 

bathroom – with room-height installation 

walls, part-height prewalls with shelves or 

room separators. The installation technology 

is hidden behind these products and allows 

you to have the washbasin, WC, shower and 

bathtub installed precisely where you want 

them – regardless of the existing drinking 

water and drainage connections. The system 

ensures short building times. The statics, 

fire protection and moisture protection have 

been tested and give you long-term peace 

of mind that everything is fine “behind the 

wall”. And with tested sound insulation,  

you can rest assured that no undesired 

background noise will disturb the tranquillity 

of your bathroom – ensuring it becomes the 

living environment you desire.  ←

The Geberit GIS installation system stands 

for short installation times and outstanding 

reliability in bathroom installation.

Part-height or room-height prewalls and room 

separators placed freely within the bathroom 

with drinking water and drainage connections 

ensure maximum freedom of design.

Geberit GIS

Flexible installation 
systems
Geberit GIS installation system

028 Ge t B hroom C tionberi at ollec
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Flexible for  

all construction 

situations

New construction, 

modernisation 

and renovation

Individual room 

design

Low installation 

workload

Complete solution 

from a single source

Tested statics, fire, 

noise and moisture 

protection

The quick and easy 

way to a barrier-free 

bathroom

029

For further information visit

www.international.geberit.com



Bathroom series Geberit Citterio
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Geberit Citterio combines puristic
contours with organically flowing
shapes, resulting in an unmistakable
design language. A premium
bathroom series of products with
remarkable originality, designed with
timeless elegance and quality. The
Geberit Citterio bathroom series
reflects the unique design hallmarks
of the renowned Italian architect and
designer Antonio Citterio. Italian
design with simple, timeless elegance.

031

Geberit 
Citterio



→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma50

Bathroom series Geberit Citterio
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Bathroom series Geberit Citterio
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Geberit Citterio  
washbasins



The washbasins of the Geberit Citterio 
bathroom series embody simple and 

timeless elegance in unmistakable Italian 

design.   

Symmetrical lines frame gently rounded inner basins and provide 

generous shelf surfaces. A perfectly designed and specially developed, 

integrated ceramic waste cover is seamlessly incorporated into 

2 3 4

5 6

the basin design. Nothing can disrupt the aesthetics of the washbasins, 

as they are designed completely without an overflow hole. This is 

made possible by the patented Geberit washbasin connector Clou.

The lay-on washbasins on the cabinets are especially elegant in 

appearance and the complete unit provides a generous amount of 

space for bathroom accessories.  ←

035

1  The gently curved inner basin is an exciting contrast to the geometric outer form.  2  Geberit Citterio offers elegant solutions when space is

at a premium, such as in guest bathrooms.  3  Stylish storage space for all your bath accessories.  4  The lay-on washbasins in a pure organic shape

are a special eye-catcher.  5  Washbasins, bathroom furniture and illuminated mirror elements from a single source.  6  Matching washbasin cabinets

mean that cosmetic products are always within reach.



Bathroom series Geberit Citterio
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Geberit Citterio bathroom furniture provides genuine Italian 

design grandeur 

The spacious storage space solutions offered by the bathroom 

series complement the puristic organic elegance of the Geberit 

Citterio bathroom ceramics. The design series is therefore synonymous 

with a unique aesthetic and clear organisation.

Geberit Citterio  
bathroom furniture

Oak beige 

wooden 

structured 

melamine

Body

Geberit Citterio bathroom furniture colours

The finish on the Geberit Citterio washbasin cabinets is unique. 

High-quality glass cover plates in shades to match the chosen body 

colour lend the Geberit Citterio bathroom furniture an additional 

shine. The combination of wood and glass results in an exciting and 

elegant interplay – rounded off by the profile handles in on-trend 

champagne. ←

1 2 3

Taupe  

shiny glass

Front/plate

Champagne

Front/plate Handle/feet

Black  

shiny glass

Oak grey-brown 

wooden 

structured 

melamine

Body



4
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1  Plenty of storage space.  2  Champagne-coloured metal elements create design highlights.  3  The ergonomic profile handles

are also designed in on-trend champagne.  4  Wall-mounted tall cabinets provide plenty of space when space is at a premium.



→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma50
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Bathroom series Geberit Citterio



The round, flowing shapes of the Rimfree Geberit  

Citterio WCs and bidets fit smoothly into the unmistakable 

series design. They offer a combination of visual clarity 

and functional purity. All sanitary ceramics in the Geberit 

Citterio series are sealed with Geberit KeraTect ceramic 

glaze for optimal protection and hygiene.  ← 

Geberit
Citterio 
WCs 
and  
bidets

039



Bathroom series Geberit Xeno²
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Geberit 
Xeno²
The Geberit Xeno² bathroom series
is synonymous with architectonic
design minimalism. Clear geometric
lines outside – soft shapes in the inner
basin. This combination of features
creates the impression that the inner
basin has been naturally shaped
by water. Geberit Xeno² boasts a
perfectly coordinated product range
of intelligent, well thought-through
elements created in an identical
design language. Superior poise to
perfection.



→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma70

→ Shower channel: Geberit CleanLine

Bathroom series Geberit Xeno²
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1

2

Geberit Xeno 2   
washbasins

Minimalist and superior in terms of design, 
convenient and versatile of function: 
Geberit Xeno 2. 

As an expression of the natural, powerful and clear lines and to 

ensure maximum convenience, the Geberit Xeno 2 washbasins have 

a slightly raised tap hole bench with a narrow platform to the edge 

of the basin. The absence of overflow holes means that the aesthetics 

of the inner basin's flowing forms are not disrupted. The clear design 

statement offers advantages when it comes to hygiene and ease 

of cleaning.  ←

Bathroom series Geberit Xeno²

044 Ge t B hroom C tionberi at ollec
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5 6
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1 The soft curved form of the basin is an exciting contrast to the clearly geometric outer contour of the washbasins.  2  A slightly raised tap hole bench

is a beautiful and convenient design aspect.  3  Exceptional: asymmetrical basin form with shelf at the side and rear.  4  The asymmetrical basin form

permits interesting solutions even in small spaces.  5  A clear focus: bathroom furniture and WCs perfectly match the washbasins.  6  The geometric

design language of Geberit Xeno² for modern bathroom designs with a clear focus.



Geberit Xeno  2  
bathroom  
furniture

1

1

Bathroom series Geberit Xeno²

046 Ge t B hroom C tionberi at ollec

1  Versatile drawers with push-to-open mechanism ensure order and convenience.  2  The Geberit Xeno2 illuminated mirror

elements provide atmospheric, indirect light or direct light for applying make-up and shaving.  3  Elegant furniture fronts

underline the lightweight appearance of the bathroom furniture series.



White, 

high-gloss 

coated

Scultura grey,

structured 

coated

Geberit Xeno  2 bathroom furniture colours

An elegant line with clever details

The elegant Geberit Xeno 2 bathroom furniture 

continues with the geometry of the ceramic, 

creating a minimalistic clear bathroom 

ambience. Sophisticated furniture fronts 

with a gap before the base lend the series a 

naturally lightweight appearance. The handle-

free washbasin cabinets underline the 

minimalist design and a functional push-to-

open mechanism offers maximum ease of 

use. The furniture provides generous storage 

space, which can be organised as required 

with practical features such as antislip mats 

and clever arrangement systems for bathroom 

accessories. Integrated LED lighting ensures 

a perfect view inside the upper drawers.

Elegant glass cover plates

Glass cover plates underline the elegant look 

and provide lasting surface protection for 

washbasin and side cabinets. Convenience 

meets perfection in the 170 cm tall cabinet. 

The fitted highlights include variable glass 

shelves, a large internal mirror, integrated 

profile handles and a convenient self-closing 

mechanism. The cabinet for handrinse basins 

and the tall cabinet are available with right-

hand or left-hand doors. 

Geberit Xeno  2 illuminated mirror 

elements create an ambience

Matching illuminated mirror elements with 

LEDs follow the strict geometr y of the  

Geberit Xeno 2 series. They are available for 

all Xeno 2  washbasins in widths from 40 to 

140 cm. Allow the washbasin to take centre 

stage with its poised superiority and 

atmospheric, indirect light. When applying 

make-up or shaving, direct lighting from 

above can be switched on via a sensor switch 

with a dimming function. For a clear view at 

all times, antimist heating is available for the 

mirror surfaces.  ←

2 3
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Geberit Xeno 2   
WCs and bidets

Geberit Xeno  2 WCs and 

bidets meticulously 

continue the powerful 
design of the washbasins.

 ←

Bathroom series Geberit Xeno²
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Contours with a clear edge, generous, smooth

and closed outer surfaces, and concealed

fastenings are what characterise Geberit

Xeno ²  WCs and bidets, and make them easier

to clean. In line with this, Geberit Rimfree

WCs are fitted with a flat, integrated seat

with SoftClosing.

To ensure that the sanitary ceramics from

the Geberit Xeno² series remain radiantly

beautiful and particularly easy to care for,

Geberit has sealed them with the durable

and easy to clean Geberit KeraTect special

glaze.



→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma70
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Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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Geberit 
iCon

051

The bathroom is a reflection of
personality. The Geberit iCon
bathroom series is as multifaceted
as people and their lives today.
An extensive range of ceramic
products and bathroom furniture
in a clear and modern design
language provides maximum design
flexibility. The Geberit iCon series
shines with its linear design and is
impressively versatile. The all-rounder
in flexible bathroom design.



Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma40
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1

Geberit iCon  
washbasins

→ Mirror: Geberit Option 

Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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4

The Geberit iCon washbasins are 
defined by clear, sleek lines along 

the outer contours.  

The big inner bowl allows a comfortable daily hygiene.  

The elegant decorative dishes nestle neatly in the  recesses 

of the asymmetrical washbasins offering more room for 

everyday bathroom objects. This flexibility in room design 

is a unique opportunity to combine sanitary objects, 

furniture and illuminated mirror elements.  ←

055

1  Flexible room design with clear lines.  2  Washbasins and cabinets are perfectly coordinated.  3  A clear geometric outer contour and smooth

inner form characterise the Geberit iCon washbasins.  4  Geberit iCon is available in many formats and sizes, including as double washbasins

for wall-mounted taps.



Geberit iCon bathroom furniture is coordinated with the 

Geberit iCon washbasins in terms of its design and function 

A storage space concept offering flexible combinations reveals 

many possibilities for conveniently creating order in the bathroom. 

The modular furniture range offers an inspiring variety which brings 

individual bathroom concepts together. The product diversity  

afforded by the Geberit iCon bathroom furniture series enables 

modern room planning and installation from symmetrical to asymmetrical 

combinations. The design spectrum ranges from timeless classics 

to extravagant innovation.

The drawers in the Geberit iCon washbasin, tall and side cabinets 

are fitted with convenient SoftClosing. The various Geberit iCon 

illuminated mirror elements and shelves not only offer generous 

and practical storage space, but also create the basis for an individual 

and effective room design.

Geberit iCon  
bathroom furniture

Lava, matt  

coated

Oak nature, 

structured foil

White, 

high-gloss 

coated

Geberit iCon bathroom furniture colours

Geberit iCon illuminated mirror elements

Three illuminated mirror elements from the Geberit iCon series 

radiate pleasant, soft light at the washbasin. Depending on requirements, 

the horizontal light strips placed above the mirror can be offset to 

the left or right; the shelves too can be center or side mounted. This 

creates interesting highlights in the room and visual connections 

with side and tall cabinets. The Geberit iCon illuminated mirror 

elements are available measuring 37, 60, 90 and 120 cm in width 

and 75 cm in height.  ←

1 2 3

1  Clear front: Geberit iCon washbasin cabinets that perfectly

complement the ceramics.  2  Smooth-running drawers with plenty of

space for cosmetics and care products.  3  Intelligent space

management options for the drawers create order in the bathroom.

Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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1

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma70

Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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The WCs and bidets take up the understated 

simple inner contour and continue the  

straight-edged design with a closed outer 

form without any visible fastenings.  ←

Geberit 
iCon 
WCs 
and  
bidets

2

3 4

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Omega60

059

1  Awarded for: innovation, high quality, design and functionality.  2  Optional Geberit iCon WC seat with slim design.  3  Geberit iCon floor-standing WC.

4  Attractive angular design option.



1

Wash basins 
for guest 
bathrooms

Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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Washbasin solutions for small floor plans. 

The washbasins are specially designed for small bathrooms. They 

offer a whole host of solutions for when space is at a premium. 

Shelves and tap holes positioned to the side enable low installation 

depths. And corner constructions mean that installation in confined 

spaces is also possible. The ceramic range is complemented with 

WCs with shortened projections.  ←

2 3

4

061

1  Washbasin tap and shelf positioned to the side, enabling elegant and easy-to-use Geberit iCon handrinse basins to be incorporated with low

installation depths.  2  Corner handrinse basins make optimum use of the space in small bathrooms and guest bathrooms.  3  Matching bathroom

furniture complements the Geberit iCon handrinse basin range.  4   clever solution: handrinse basins and attractively designed storage in the smallest

of spaces.



Bathroom furniture
for guest bathrooms

Modular furniture concept with plenty of 
storage space for small rooms.

The modular concept of iCon creates storage space in small bathrooms 

and guest WCs. Mirrored tall cabinets, washbasin cabinets with 

SoftClosing or shelving elements enable even unfavourable floor 

plans to be used and designed to their full potential. Low installation 

depths tailored to the washbasin solutions ensure freedom of 

movement even in confined spaces.  ←

1 2

Lava, matt  

coated

Oak nature, 

structured foil

White, 

high-gloss 

coated

Geberit iCon guest bathroom furniture colours

Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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1 Practical storage space tailored to the slim washbasins.  

2 Cleverly designed bathroom furniture creates shelf 

surfaces and storage space even in guest bathrooms.

3 Washbasin drawers with SoftClosing provide a high level 

of convenience.

063

3



WC for guest 
bathrooms 

Geberit iCon also offers a stylish WC with 

reduced projection. This provides room to 
manoeuvre in small bathrooms. 

For increased legroom this Geberit iCon WC has a projection of  

490 millimetres. The smooth outer contour without visible fastenings 

portrays a delicate appearance and makes cleaning easier. For even 

better hygiene, cleanliness and a neat appearance, the WC is available 

as a Geberit Rimfree option.  ←

Bathroom series Geberit iCon
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma60
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Bathroom series Geberit Smyle
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Geberit 
Smyle
Geberit Smyle brings harmony and
vitality into family bathrooms. With its
contemporary design and elaborate
lines, the bathroom series creates a
relaxing and positive bathroom
ambience. With a clear sense of order
and efficient use of space, Geberit
Smyle achieves the highest level of
convenience in the bathroom from
any structural situation. The
harmonious lightness of being.



→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma40

Bathroom series Geberit Smyle
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Geberit 
Smyle  
washbasins

Bathroom series Geberit Smyle
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1 2

3 4

Lightweight in appearance, the Geberit Smyle series stands 

out in any modern bathroom.

Sophisticated lines, harmonious shapes and narrow rims on the 

washbasins appear in exciting contrast to the generous shelf surfaces. 

Whether large or small, with or without a tap hole, in various widths 

as a double washbasin or handrinse basin, Geberit Smyle offers 

ideal solutions for all requirements in modern bathrooms.   ←

071

1  Wide shelves and narrow lines around the edge of the basin are characteristic of Geberit Smyle.  2  With its rounded outer contour, Geberit

Smyle conveys a classic appearance.  3  The washbasin and cabinet form a visually closed unit.  4  Geberit Smyle also offers solutions for when

space is at a premium.



Geberit Smyle  
bathroom  
furniture
The bathroom furniture is precisely designed to match the washbasins 

and meticulously continues the contours of the ceramic design. 

Washbasin cabinets in various sizes and designs are set apart from 

the washbasin with a shadow gap. This attractive highlight lends 

the ceramic appliance a weightless appearance. Chrome-plated 

Light grey, 

high-gloss 

coated

White, 

high-gloss 

coated

Geberit Smyle bathroom furniture colours

rod handles highlight the fine lines on the façades. Drawers are 

fitted as standard with high-quality SoftClosing. A tall cabinet  

with mirror and plenty of storage space completes the range of 

furniture.  ←

1 2 3

Bathroom series Geberit Smyle
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073

1  Slim chrome-plated rod handles underline the lightness of the Geberit Smyle series.  2  Washbasin cabinet, tall cabinet and mirror

elements form a harmonious unit with Geberit Smyle ceramics.  3  The practical handles and SoftClosing on the drawers ensure convenient

everyday use.  4  Generous storage capability.



Bathroom series Geberit Smyle
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma50



Geberit 
Smyle WCs 
and bidets
WCs and bidets continue the 
characteristically light Geberit Smyle 
design language and ensure a harmonious 

mix in the bathroom.

The ceramic form of the WCs and bidets closely follows the subtle 

design of the washbasins. The Smyle series offers standard and 

premium design solutions. The premium WC and bidet are designed 

with a nearly closed outer shape for easy cleaning. The pockets on 

the sides ensure easy and quick fastening to the wall. The WC is 

also available as a particularly easy-care Geberit Rimfree WC.  ←

Premium WCs and WC 

seats

Two premium WC seat models in             

slim design:

→  Contemporary smooth design

→  Antibacterial

→  For custom design requirements:   

WC lid and seat ring visible on top of 

each other (sandwich shape) or with 

overlapping lid

→   Available with SoftClosing

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma40
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Bathroom series Geberit Abalona
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Geberit 
Abalona
With its classic lines, the Geberit
Abalona bathroom series can be
incorporated into any bathroom.
Geberit has selected a simple and
discreet design and brought the
functionality to the fore. Geberit
Abalona sets itself apart with its
outstanding value for money and
the uncompromisingly high quality
that has become synonymous with
Geberit. Classically timeless. For
every bathroom.



1

Geberit Abalona  
washbasins
→ Actuator plate: Geberit Omega20

→ Mirror: Geberit Option

Bathroom series Geberit Abalona
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Harmonious bathrooms for all  

room sizes.

The washbasins from the Geberit Abalona bathroom series are 

available in two different designs. Geberit Abalona has an evenly 

rounded basic form. The inspiration behind this is provided by basin 

1  The soft curves of Geberit Abalona are adapted from nature.  2  Slim edge with a smooth transition to the storage space behind.   

3  The design of Geberit Abalona Square is defined by a geometric basic form interspersed by soft curves.  4  The Geberit Abalona bathroom series 

allows harmonious bathrooms to be created for all floor plans.  5  Built-in and under-countertop washbasins round off the range of ceramic appliances. 

radii with an organic, natural shape. The design language of Geberit  

Abalona Square is characterised by a naturally soft geometry with 

gentle curves. What both designs have in common is the softly 

curving inner basin and a slim basin edge that segues into a large 

tap hole bench that serves as a storage space. The range of ceramic 

appliances is rounded off by built-in and under-countertop 

washbasins.  ←

2 3

4 5
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma30

→ Shower surface: Geberit Setaplano

Bathroom series Geberit Abalona
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Geberit 
Abalona WCs 
and bidets

Suitable WCs for every construction 

situation

The Geberit Abalona and the Geberit Abalona 

Square  design series are also used consistently 

when it comes to WC ceramic appliances. 

The wide range of wall-hung and floor-standing 

WCs offers solutions for every bathroom – 

including for cost-effective modernisa  tions 

without complex structural modifica tions.  ←

 

←  The wide range of 

wall-hung and 

floor-standing WCs 

with built-in ceramic 

cisterns has a 

solution for 

everyone when it 

comes to meeting 

structural 

requirements in the 

bathroom. 

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Omega20
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma20

Bathroom series Geberit Abalona
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Geberit Abalona 
washbasins for guest 
bathrooms

←

Tidy and attractive: The soft curve of the Geberit Abalona corner 

washbasin fits perfectly into the corner of a room. 

 

←  Tap hole bench and storage space at the side: This makes the 

handrinse basin slimmer and creates added freedom of movement.  

083

The Geberit Abalona range also offers ideal solutions for 

stylishly fitted-out small bathrooms and guest WCs. Handrinse 

basins with a small depth, corner constructions and WCs with 

reduced product dimensions combine comfort and pleasant 

freedom of movement. It’s often only a few centimetres that 

makes a difference in a small room.

Small can be so beautiful



Geberit Abalona  
barrier-free 
solutions

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma10 IR

→ Mirror: Geberit Option

Bathroom series Geberit Abalona
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For stylish bathroom planning that spans generations

The Geberit Abalona barrier-free solutions enable older people and 

those with reduced mobility to retain their independence in the 

bathroom without compromising on the quality of fittings. The 

products implement important functionalities in an appealing design. 

They are based on Geberit’s many years of experience in the 

development and manufacture of solutions for bathrooms that span 

generations. These solutions include the extremely flat washbasin 

offering ample legroom when a wheelchair is rolled underneath or 

WCs with a wide projection of 70 cm to facilitate easy movement 

from the wheelchair and a WC seat secured against slipping.  ←

A washbasin that is wheelchair accessible makes personal washing 

and care a breeze – even when seated. 

→   Extremely flat for ample legroom 

when seated; easy to access

→   Softly curved and easy to grip

→   Straight arm rest and support area

085



Mirror elements Geberit Option and Option Plus
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Geberit
Option and
Option Plus
Illuminated mirror elements and
mirror cabinets are a real focal point
in the bathroom. The Option series
offers a comprehensive range that
provides the perfect light for your
bathroom routine. Making the
washbasin centre stage in any
bathroom.



1

Option – illuminated 
mirror elements and 
mirror cabinets

Mirror elements Geberit Option and Option Plus
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Glowing examples of perfect bathroom 

settings.

Illuminated mirror elements and mirror cabinets from Geberit bring 

the light where you want it while also creating a homely atmosphere 

thanks to the pleasant lighting. The illuminated mirror elements are 

equipped with two vertical light strips at the side to ensure dazzle-

free illumination, with larger elements also featuring a horizontal 

light strip at the top. These can be switched on and off easily. 

The Geberit Option mirror cabinets also include the horizontal light 

strip. In addition, indirect washbasin lighting is also integrated on 

the bottom edge, and is activated by means of a light-touch sensor 

switch with orientation light. The cabinets impress both visually 

with their all-round mirroring and functionally with doors featuring 

internal mirrors and a soft closing mechanism. The elegant glass 

shelves are height-adjustable as required. An interior power outlet 

is provided for dryers, electric toothbrushes and shavers and there 

is also an integrated USB port.  ←

4

2 3

089

1  Optimum bathroom illumination with light strips and indirect washbasin lighting.  2  The mirroring at the sides gives the cabinets an added

sense of lightness.  3  The doors also have internal mirrors.  4  Interior power outlet for electrical devices.  5  Tidy, individually tailored interior

with height-adjustable glass shelves.



1 2

43

Option Plus
 mirror cabinets

Mirror elements Geberit Option and Option Plus
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1  Interior power outlet with USB connection: for recharging mobile devices during your morning bathroom routine.  2  All-over LED cover for pleasant

ambient lighting.  3  Plenty of room for cosmetic items.  4  Practical: includes a built-in magnifying mirror.  5  Option and Option Plus are the perfect

addition to Geberit ceramics and bathroom furniture.



5

091
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Shower 
solutions
Today, floor-even showers are an
important part of discerning,
comfortable bathrooms – they offer
considerably more comfort and
simply look better. And thanks to
clever technical solutions, they are
also easy and safe to install. The
shower of today.



Shower solutions Geberit Setaplano
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Geberit shower  
surface Setaplano

The Geberit Setaplano 

shower surface is a 

captivating product at the 
very first glance – and the 

very first touch. Made of a 

high-quality solid surface 
material, it has a surface 

that feels silky-smooth and 

warm to the touch. 

Geberit Setaplano is made of a high quality 

solid surface material. You can really feel 

the difference as the smooth matt surface 

is particularly pleasant to the touch and 

radiates a sense of luxury. The surface material 

is noticeably solid and its non-slip properties 

provide more safety. The gentle incline with 

the soft and seamless transition to the outlet 

at the front end contributes to the harmonious 

overall appearance.

The Geberit Setaplano surface is very robust, 

easy to clean and hygienic. The material is 

also ver y forgiving – small defects and 

scratches can be easily buffed out. The 

edgeless inlet area in which no dirt can 

accumulate is also easy to clean, as is the 

comb insert that can be removed and cleaned 

effortlessly.

The substructure of the shower surface 

makes use of innovative system technology 

that makes your plumber’s job easier and 

provides you with peace of mind that installation 

will be quick and cost-efficient. The system 

is already sealed perfectly in the factory and 

will remain so over the long term in your 

bathroom.  ←

095

1  The cover of the shower drain at the front end can be removed effortlessly.  2  A comb insert below the cover prevents from clogging. It can be

easily removed and cleaned in next to no time.



Shower solutions Geberit CleanLine
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Geberit shower  
channels CleanLine

Hygienic, clean and simply beautiful: Geberit shower channels 

of the CleanLine series for flexible bathroom design 

Geberit CleanLine breaks new ground in shower drainage. It does 

not discharge the water invisibly in a channel but instead via elegant 

stainless steel collector profiles. There are no hidden areas meaning 

that dirt is prevented from accumulating and leading to unpleasant 

odours. Simply wipe over the profile once and everything is clean.

Geberit CleanLine is considerably more flexible than many other 

shower drainage solutions as the collector profile can be simply 

cut at both ends and adjusted to the nearest millimetre depending 

on the room conditions.   ←

A comb insert prevents from clogging and is easy to 

remove and easy to clean.

Geberit CleanLine is available with two different collector 

profiles.  

097



→ WC: Geberit AquaClean Sela

→ Sanitary module: Geberit Monolith Plus

Shower solutions Geberit wall drain
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Geberit wall drain for 
showers

The Geberit wall drain shifts the drainage of

floor-even showers from the floor to behind

the  wall.  Not  only  does  this  look v ery  attractive,

it also makes it easier to install a floor-even

shower. Both the drinking water and waste

water installations are behind the wall and

the  floor  can  be  tiled  throughout. T his  also

makes it possible to install underfloor heating

without interruption.

All that remains visible is a small cover on

the wall that can be easily removed to clean

the comb insert behind. The cover is available

in various surface finishes and can also be

tiled to match the design of the wall.

099

1  Discreet and very easy to clean.  2  The wall drain cover can also be tiled to match the bathroom design.

Taking the floor-even shower a step

further



Shower solutions Geberit floor drain
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Geberit floor drain
for showers

0101

→ Standard grating floor drain

Our simple and compact universal 

solution for floor-even showering 

with clear advantages: reduced 

design, ingenious function and 

simple installation.

When installation needs to be as simple as 

possible and costs kept low, the Geberit floor 

drain is the best solution – and the most 

compact one as well, with only 80 × 80 mm 

grating area. Hidden under the grating are the 

great qualities that make Geberit one of the world’s

leading providers of sanitary technology.

Design options / product material

Stainless steel, 

ound

Stainless steel, 

square

One base unit, two design options

Two different design gratings are available as accessories for the Geberit floor drain for showers.

80 mm

8
0

 m
m

Always a clean trap and waste

Under the grating, there is an 

integrated comb insert which can 

be easily removed and washed 

out for cleaning. This effectively 

prevents clogging in the trap and 

waste and the discharge pipes.

Maximum reduction and precision

The Geberit floor drain for shower 

convinces with its very compact 

construction (only 80 × 80 mm 

grating area) and with its very high 

functionality. The height, inclination 

and offset of the grating can be 

adjusted to suit the tile grid.

Problem-free installation

The proven installation kit for the 

Geberit floor drain for shower is 

very efficient in installation and 

reliable in its result, e.g. thanks to 

the sealing foil that is already 

injected at the factory.



Shower toilets
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Shower 
toilets
Water is an integral part of daily
personal hygiene. It cleans, refreshes
and brings a feeling of well-being.
With the Geberit AquaClean models,
from the simple-to-mount WC
enhancement solution to the
integrated WC complete solution,
you enjoy this comfort on the WC as
well. You will be impressed by the
ingenious shower concept. Decide
for yourself how many additional
pampering functions your shower
toilet should offer. Discover the WC
that cleans you with water. And enjoy
the feeling of freshness and
cleanliness all day.



Exceptionally  
brilliant. Geberit 
AquaClean Mera

Shower toilets Geberit AquaClean Mera
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma70



Dryer

Odour extraction

Touchless automatic 

mechanism for the WC lid 

QuickRelease function for 

the WC lid and seat

User detection

Descaling function

Energy-saving function

WhirlSpray shower technology 

with five adjustable shower 

pressure settings

Rimless ceramic pan with 

TurboFlush technology

Intuitive and clearly laid-out 

remote control

Orientation light in a range 

of seven colours

Individually adjustable spray 

arm position

Adjustable water spray 

temperature

Oscillating spray

Gently cleaning lady wash

WC seat heating

1  Pleasant shower experience  

The WhirlSpray shower technology features two nozzles and 

ensures an extremely targeted and thorough clean. This is made 

possible by a pulsating shower spray that is enhanced by 

dynamic aeration. 

2  A powerful rinse clean

The innovative TurboFlush technology, based on the 

asymmetrical inner geometry of the rimless ceramic pan, 

enables the toilet to be flushed out extremely thoroughly and 

quietly. 

1

2

Geberit AquaClean Mera is practically overflowing with revolutionary 

comfort technology. The patented WhirlSpray shower technology 

ensures a particularly thorough and gentle clean while saving water 

in the process. A hybrid hot water system provides an immediate 

and continuous supply of hot water. A further highlight is the rimless 

ceramic appliance. This forms the basis for the innovative TurboFlush 

flush technology, which enables the toilet to be flushed extremely 

thoroughly yet quietly. 

The Geberit AquaClean Mera is available in the models Classic and 

Comfort. Even the impressive AquaClean Mera Classic comes fully 

equipped to a very high standard. It includes highly effective odour 

extraction, an intelligent warm air dryer and a user-friendly remote 

control, which allows you to operate the various functions in an 

intuitive way to suit your personal preferences. The model Comfort 

also offers a discreet light to help guide users at night, a WC lid that 
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Beautifully clever.  
Geberit AquaClean 
Sela

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma30

→ Geberit wall drain for showers

Shower toilets Geberit AquaClean Sela
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1  Hygienic

The spray nozzle is automatically rinsed 

with fresh water before and after every 

use. 

2  Cleverly designed 

The clearly laid-out control panel is 

concealed elegantly beneath the lid.

3  Handy and intuitive

Intuitive operation is one of the criteria 

that had to be met when designing the 

remote control. 

Five adjustable shower 

pressure settings

Intuitive and clearly laid-out 

remote control

Individually adjustable spray 

arm position

Oscillating spray

SoftClosing and SoftOpening 

function

QuickRelease function for 

the WC lid and seat

Energy-saving function

1

2

3

With the AquaClean Sela model, Geberit 

offers a shower toilet with basic functions 

that are extremely easy and intuitive to operate, 

combined with the design of a simple, 

conventional WC. This shower toilet cleans 

you with a gentle, airy shower spray at body 

temperature. The intensity can be adjusted 

to one of five levels, while the oscillating 

spray arm provides a particularly beneficial 

clean. The intelligent shower function 

technology and the power supply and water 

connections are integrated into the ceramic 

appliance, making them invisible. The  

Geberit AquaClean Sela is available as a wall-

hung or a floor-standing solution to suit any 

bathroom solution. Both versions come with 

a remote control and an impressively ergonomic 

and exceptionally comfortable WC seat.  ←

WhirlSpray shower technology 

with five adjustable shower 

pressure settings
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Flushing systems
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Flushing
systems
You select the tiles that reflect your
style. You refuse to compromise in
the selection of the tap for your
washbasin. And here you will find just
the right actuator plate for the WC to
give your bathroom the crowning
touch and pamper you with comfort
functions. Because Geberit
combines visual elegance with
innovative functions. It‘s not just any
bathroom, it‘s your bathroom.



A striking look. 
Geberit actuator 
plates from the 
Sigma series

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma70

→ Geberit wall drain for showers

Flushing systems
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Rectangular

actuator plates

Round

actuator plates

Touchless

actuator plates

Geberit Sigma30

Geberit Sigma01

Geberit Sigma10 IR

Geberit Sigma40

Geberit Sigma10

Geberit Sigma80

Geberit Sigma70Geberit Sigma60Geberit Sigma50

Geberit Sigma20

Geberit actuator plates add the final touch to your  

bathroom.

Make it your bathroom. Rectangular, round 

or touchless elegance.

The Geberit actuator plates from the Sigma series offer you a wide 

range of designs and surface finishes. Whether with organic round 

or clear geometric flush buttons, all of the plates impress with high-

quality workmanship and easy, convenient operation. Discover 

exciting additional functions such as the odour extraction unit behind 

the actuator plate, the touchless model and the option of designing 

an individual, customer-specific plate. You can choose exactly the 

right plate to match your interior design preferences.

Geberit Sigma30

single flush

Geberit Sigma10 IR

→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma40

→ WC: Geberit AquaClean Sela

111

←



Smaller is 
smarter. 
Geberit 
actuator 
plates from 
the Omega 
series

→ 

→ 

→ 

Flushing systems
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Actuator plate: Geberit Omega60

WC: Geberit Xeno2

Shower channel: Geberit CleanLine



The actuator plates from the Geberit Omega series are considerably 

smaller and therefore ideal for specific bathroom designs. They 

can be mounted in front of the cistern on the wall as usual or also 

from the top – ideal solution if the WC is installed under a window 

or a low prewall installation with shelf.  ←

Rectangular

actuator plates

Round

actuator plates

Geberit Omega20

Geberit Omega60

Geberit Omega30
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Rectangular

remote flush actuation

Round

remote flush actuation

Geberit type70

Geberit type01

Geberit type10

Geberit remote flush  
actuation: small buttons 
with great flexibility
You can now install your flush actuation anywhere in the room

Geberit remote flush actuation can be mounted anywhere in the 

room, as the flush actuation does not need any electricity. The small, 

round type01 and type10 actuators are available in a range of different 

designs and colours. 

 

←  Remote flush actuation makes flushing 

easier. Offset installation is also possible, for 

example next to the WC.  

With the elegant type70 remote flush actuation, the flush is actuated 

by gently pressing the floating plate made of glass or stainless 

steel. Thanks to the smart mechanism, only a very small amount of 

force is needed to trigger the large or small flush volume on the 

dual flush.  ←

→ Actuator plate: Geberit type70

→ WC: Geberit AquaClean Sela
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit type10

→ WC: Geberit AquaClean Mera
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→ Actuator plate: Geberit Sigma40

→ WC: Geberit AquaClean Sela

Flushing systems
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A breath of fresh air.  
Geberit DuoFresh 
odour extraction unit

Geberit DuoFresh: the odour extraction unit sits behind the Geberit 

Sigma40 actuator plate. Unpleasant odours are extracted right at 

the source – directly in the WC ceramic pan. This prevents the odour 

from spreading throughout the bathroom. Instead, it is conveyed 

to a filter unit behind the actuator plate and neutralised effectively. 

For even more freshness: the integrated insert for in-cistern blocks 

can be inserted discreetly behind the actuator plate. Simply open 

up the actuator plate to the front and place the in-cistern block into 

the insert.  ←

Odour extraction is activated at the touch of a button. It is deactivated 

either automatically after ten minutes or by pressing the button again.

Efficient

The air is purified in the active 

carbon filter.

Accessible

The active carbon filter and 

insert for in-cistern blocks can 

be easily accessed via the 

actuator plate.

Quiet

A quiet fan conveys the 

purified air back into the room.

Effective

Unpleasant odours are 

extracted directly inside the 

WC ceramic appliance before 

they can spread throughout 

the room.
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Sanitary modules Geberit Monolith
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Sanitary
modules
Geberit Monolith sanitary modules
open up new possibilities for
bathroom design. In new buildings
and renovation projects. With
elegant surfaces and surprising
functions. For unique bathrooms.



Geberit  
Monolith Plus 
for WCs

Effective

Ceramic honeycomb filter

for air purification.

Sustainable

Dual flush with soft-touch 

actuation (electronic).

Intelligent

Sensor-controlled 

switch-on function.

Quiet

Fan for odour  

extraction.

Sensitive

Brightness sensor for 

day/night detection.

Atmospheric

ComfortLight in 

different colours.

→ WC: Geberit AquaClean Sela

Sanitary modules Geberit Monolith Plus
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Lighting up the bathroom

The Geberit Monolith Plus premium sanitary 

module offers state-of-the-art flush technology 

for WCs, exclusively packaged in a glass and 

brushed aluminium exterior. Flush actuation 

is triggered by gently pressing the sensor 

buttons. A discreet orientation light that you 

can configure in seven different colours 

according to your taste and mood also shows 

the way to the toilet at night. 

Meanwhile, an integrated odour extraction 

unit absorbs odours directly in the WC  

so that nothing can diminish the freshness 

of your bathroom.  ←

1  Odour extraction included

Odourous air is extracted 

directly from the ceramic 

appliance and released back in 

a pleasant, fresh state.  

2  Soft-touch actuation

A gentle press is enough to 

trigger flush actuation on the 

Geberit Monolith Plus sanitary 

module. A sensor activates the 

lighting. 

3  Tangible quality

Safety glass and elegant 

brushed aluminium underline 

the exquisite design.

1

2

3

Geberit Monolith Plus 

black

Geberit Monolith Plus  

umber

Geberit Monolith Plus  

white



Creating the future. 
Sustainable operations

Washing dishes –  
7 litres *

6 %

*  Household drinking water consumption, litres and percentage per day. Source: BDEW 

Bundesverband der Energie- und Wasserwirtschaft e.V. (German Association of Energy 

and Water Industries), 26.05.2015.

Small businesses –  

11 litres *

9 %

Doing laundry – 

15 litres *

12 %

Toilet flushing – 
33 litres *

27 %

Domestic cleaning/ 
car washing/gardening –  

7 litres *

6 %

Baths/showers/personal 

hygiene – 44 litres *

36 %

Sustainability
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Environmentally friendly products

Geberit ’s ceramic sanitary appliances protect the 

environment and resources in several respects. The 

WCs can be flushed with low flush volumes and therefore 

save water, while the surfaces are easy to keep clean 

and save on cleaning agents. The KeraTect special glaze 

is particularly easy to clean. 

Geberit ceramic sanitary appliances are 100% recyclable. 

They consist largely of the natural minerals quartz, 

feldspar, clay and kaolin. The glaze is 100% lead-free. 

Pronounced quality awareness

Geberit products are carefully developed for long-term 

use. Thorough function tests, load tests, digital 

measurements and TÜV-certified safety all ensure 

technical reliability, comfort and future-proof solutions. 

Geberit was the first bathroom ceramics manufacturer 

in Europe to receive DIN EN ISO 9001 certification for 

outstanding quality management. 

Optimised production and logistics

Back in 1994, Geberit became the first company in the 

sanitary ceramics industry to be awarded the TÜV 

environmental management certificate for particularly 

energy-saving and environmentally friendly production 

processes. The company continuously works to achieve 

further improvements across the entire production and 

logistics chain.  ←

Geberit is a partner of the  

“Blue Responsibility” initiative

Geberit is a member of DGNB,  

the German Sustainable Building

Council

The opportunities for tomorrow 
depend on how we act today. For 

Geberit, this means acting with 

reason and vision. With innovations 
that assume responsibility for 

generations to come and actively 

promote our environment.  

Eating and drinking –  
5 litres *

4 %
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Geberit Southern Africa Pty Ltd

PO Box 276

Wendywood, 2144

South Africa

T  +27 11 444 5070  Gauteng

T  +27 21 555 0651  Cape

T  +27 31 579 3504  KZN

sales.za@geberit.com

     www.geberit.co.za


